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Dear Client,
many people ask for clarification on how the DoReMi system works, if they need a 
“seismic cable” or what other accessories are needed to work with it.
We prepared this picture gallery to show what is a “sequence of operation” to use the 
DoReMi  seismograph  on  field.  The  pictures  are  only  theoretical  but  reflects  in 
practice what are the components of the DoReMi and how it works.

All you need to make a survey with the DoReMi is here in this picture:

- A sledgehammer
- A netbook or laptop (see it in the suitcase)
- A DoReMi interface (the battery is inside)
- A shotplate (see the metal plate at right)
- A trigger sensor (you will see it better, it is in the suitecase right above the yellow 
interface)
- A number of geophones (only three are shown there)
- A number of DoReMi channels (they are wheeled-up in the orange cable wheeler)
- A trigger extension coard (see the blue cable wheeler)



How to proceed
Take the PC out of the suite case and begin to connect the trigger the interface and the 
instrument chain cable.



The  ShotPlate  is  prepared  to  accept  a  piezo  sensor  but  any  other  geophone  or 
mechanical vibration sensor is well accepted by the DoReMi interface.

The trigger will be then connected to one end of the trigger extension cable.

The other end go to the interface

Now you can deploy the geophones. We are showing only 3 but you can have as 
much you need.  After you deployed the geophone you can deploy the seismograph. 
In the wheeler the worker is bringing there are 12 channels (12 digitizers).



What we means for “deploy the seismograph”? Well, the seismograph is along the 
cable; in each yellow soap-shaped boxes we have put a digitizer connected in a chain 
transmitting the data digitally.  On the picture above the worker is deploying the first.

After deployed the cable the geophones can be connected directly on the digitizer, 
one geophone to one digitizer. In the picture you see the worker connecting the split-
spring connector of the geophone on the digitizer.

Each digitizer is splittable from the other, you can see its connector along the cable 
right above the geophone and right below the worker's left knee.



After connected all geophone a 3 channel chain looks like this picture. In the wheeler 
9 channels remains available.



In this picture you can see a detail of the digitizer (yellow soap shaped box, or lemon 
shaped box if you prefer) connected to the split-spring connector leading the signal 
from the geophone (red).

Now the worker can prepare the seismograph for the data record using the NoteBook.

A light and portable Acer Aspire-One netbook has been used in this example.



Now a shot can be applied to the shotplate that will start the acquisition process for 
this small seismic survey (a mini-MASW).
A second shot can be applied on the other end of the seismic line bringing there the 
sledgehammer, the trigger with its shotplate.

Data will be collected by the computer automatically. Of course the worker or one 
assistant can check the data quality and repeat the shot if needed.

Data, for example, can look as in this picture (with a 6 channels acquisition).



After data has been collected the system can be re-packed.

The geophone collected and the trigger coard extension wheeled-up on its wheeler.

The digital cable with their digitizer is wheeled-up also.



The system is now packed up for a next survey.

Hey! Someone forgot the shotplate and the sledgehammer!!!
:-)


